This work is the continuation of the localization experi- . .
Introduction
Self-localization is the task of estimating the pose @a-sition and orientation) of a mobile rotmt given a map of the environment and a history of sensor readings and executed actions. It is one of the fundamental problems in mobile robot navigation and many solutions have been .presented in the past including approaches employing Kalman filtering [14, 15, 
Probabilistic Localization
In probabilistic terms, localization is the process of determining the probability of the robot being at pose 6 given sensor inputs s , and executed actions a, (n = 1.. . N).
By assuming independence between observations and between executed actions, the following update rules can be formulated in the Markov localization framework [IO] : (2) is employed on robot motion evaluating motion model p(Z I a,, If) which delivers the probability of the robot being at pose J given it was at I' and executed action a,.
Depending on the application and the type of mbot, different motion models can be considered. Throughout this paper we make use of 3 motion models sketched in Fig. 1 where (a) refers to a Gaussian model that is widely used in all kinds of robot systems, (b) is the mar disface model that places equal probability to positions up to a certain range and is useful e.g. for legged robots that might get obstructed at obstacles, and (c) allows a robot to be manually displaced (kidnapped) to any position in the environment with a certain displacement probability. become:
i t f(i, a, ) , 9 t VfClVfT + Ea" (4) where W = CIVhTE;' is the filter gain, v = 3, -h(i) the innovation, C, = VhCIVhT + E,, its covariance, h and f are the measurement and process equations, and V h and V f their Jacobians. Note that the EKF does not necessarily assume Gaussian densities but is a h e a r estimation tool for any random variable given it can be adequately represented by the first and second moments of its density function [2].
Kalman filtering has been successfully applied for mobile robot localization in many systems [13,14, 15, 171. The inherent problem in this approach is that only one pose hypothesis can be represented making the method in general unable to globally localize the robot or to recover from total localization failures. The basic idea is that Markov localization is used for global search of the robot position providing high rcbustness on sensor noise and fast recovering from manual robot displacement, whereas Kalman filtering is used locally for precisely computing the robot pose. The ML-EKF system consists of 3 modules depicted in Fig. 2 .
Grid-based Markov localization and ML-EKF

Fig. 2. Markov-Kalman (ML-EKF) localiurtion system
A 2D Markov localization grid at coarse resolution r e p resents possible (2, U) positions of the mbot hut does not contain information about orientation. Because of being 2D, on observations only the distance to landmarks are considered and on motion all directions are eeated with equal probability. This setup allows for very fast updates as we will see in Section 4.
The heart of this localization system is the EKF controller that filters observations and reinitializes the EKF when necessary. All robot motions are integrated into the Markov grid and the EKF. The latter uses a Gaussian motion model (optimistic assumption, Fig Landmark observations are first integrated into the Markov grid. If the given observation is plausible based on the Markov state, it is also integfated into &he EKE The plausibility check examines p(snll). where I is the maximum likely cell in the grid. If this probability is smaller than a threshold tab., the observation is rejected for the EKE After accepting and integrating an observation into the EKF, the distributions of Markov grid and EKF are compared using a xa test. If the test excegs a threshold t x z , the Kalman filter is reinitialized with I and the maximum likely orientation tomputed by projecting the last unfiltered Observation to 1. The output of the ML-EKF system is the EKF state.
A limitation of this approach is that integmtion of observations into the 2D Markov grid must be feasible, i.e.
can be computed efficiently. This is true for landmark based navigation but might not be the case for methods using dense sensor matching [IO, 13,201.
Monte Carlo Loealization (MCL)
The key Importance sampling: Weight the sample I by the importance weight p (~, 1 I ) , the likelihood of the sample 1 given the measurement s , .
After n iterations, the importance weights of the newly generated samples are normalized so that they sum up to 1. It can he shown that the sample set consisting of these samples in fact approximates the posterior density for p(l) [6] . While these steps suffice to efficiently track a robot's position and solve the global localization problem, this basic algorithm is highly inefficient in solving the kidnapped robot problem. Fox and colleagues [9] showed how adding random samples at each iteration allows the algorithm to efficiently recover from localization failures.
In this paper we compare three different methods for adding samples. The first heuristic, sensor resetting localization, adds samples drawn according to landmark observations [16] . Sensor resetting determines the number fi of additional samples based on the likelihood of the current ObServatiOn:
(6) fi = n . max(0, I--) 
Experimental Setup
For our experiments we employed an ERS 2100 robot system, a developer version of the commercial AIBO robot (see Fig. 3(a) ), connected to a Lmux PC by wireless LAN. We programmed the robot to observe color landmarks as shown in Fig. 3@ ) that are also used in RoboCup competitions in the Sony legged robot league. The detection of color tubes is realized by employing the CMVision software lihmry 131 on color labeled images provided by the robot's vision hardware. By taking into account the kinematic chain of the robot's head, distance and bearing to landmarks in 2D coordinates are computed. Due to the rastering onto pixels and noise in the joint-angle sensors, the obtained distance and bearing values are erroneous and have been modeled as Gaussian densities 1121. For landmark distance, a standard deviation of about 15 % of the measured distance and for bearing, a fixed value of 10' was used throughout the experiments. Motion and sensor models are implemented on the robot providing their estimates to the localization system on the PC. For evaluation, we built an environment of sue 3x2111 with 6 landmarks (see Fig. 4 ) almost identical to the setup used in the RoboCup Sony legged robot league. Several positions inside the field were marked by tape and the robot was joysticked around while swinging its head for about lh. All sensor and motion data has been logged to a file adding a special tag each time the robot passed over one of the tape markers (as observed by the operator). 
Results
Using the recorded data we conducted a series of experiments to determine accuracy, robustness and relocalization speed of the following localization methods: EKF: A simple extended Kalman filter integrating all motions and observations. ML-EKF: The ML-EKF system using the parameters cell size = 10 cm, to*# = 0.001, and t x a = 9. SRL (1/2): Sensor Resetting Localization according to [16] . The experiments were conducted with different values for the threshold pt used in (6) to determine the number of additional samples. We report results for two different values: SRLl for pt = 0.000025 and SRL2 for pt = 0.0000025.
Mix-MCL Mixture MCL has been presented in [ZO].
We found the best performance by adding 2 observation samples per iteration. The probability of these observation samples was determined by a grid with cell size = 30cm and angular resolution = 2Odeg. A-MCL The adaptive MCL method determined the number of observation samples based on (7). We used values of 0.1 and 0.001 for q. and ql, respectively. The parameter U was set to 2.
All sample-based approaches used 30 samples to represent p(l). Note that we experimentally tuned the parameters of all methods in order to obtain best results.
The leftmost data points in The absolute error of all methods is between 87 mm (A-MCL) and 122 mm (Mix-MCL). It should be noted that part of the absolute e m f is due to the problem of joysticking the robot exactly onto the tape markers, human observation of the robot being on a marker, and a marginal uncertainty in time when adding a tag to the log. For these reasons, the true absolute errors are slightly smaller than the ones reported bere.
By discarding landmark observations from sensor data we can infer how accurate the different methods are under sensor data sparsity. Fig. 5 plots the mean position error when only a fraction of available sensor data is presented to the localization methods. All algorithms show almost equal performance with the mean error increasing when reducing the number of landmark observations.
To find out about robustness under sensor noise, we replaced a certain fraction of landmark observations by random landmark data. Fig. 6 shows the mean ermr for all methods under different levels of such sensor noise. Whereas ML-EKF, SRLl, and A-MCL are still capable of providing accurate position estimates for sensor noise up to 50%. EKF and SRL2 produce significantly worse results. For the parameters used in this experiment Mix-MCL produces results lying between SRLl and SRLZ. The extended Kalman filter is not able to deal with such uoise, most probably because of its limited density representation and the linearizations performed in the update equations (additional noise filter techniques should increase the noise robustness of the EKF). SRL2 fails because the parameter setting forces the algorithm to add observation samples on each noisy observation. These additional samples inject further uncertainty into the sample sets and cause larger localization errors. Note that Mix-MCL also adds observation samples at each iteration, but in contrast to SRL, Mix-MCL additionally weighs these samples with the current density p ( l ) , thereby increasing robustness to noise. The robustness of ML-EKF is due to the sensor filtering based on the Markov grid. On higher noise levels all methods significantly degrade, with A-MCL producing better estimates than all others. This superior performance of A-MCL is due to the ability to adapt to different levels of noise.
In the next set of experiments we analyzed the ability of the methods to solve the kidnapped robot problem. To do so, we computed the average time the methods needed for relocalizing the robot after it bas been manually displaced. Fig. 7 shows that ML-EKF, SRL2, Mix-MCL and A-MCL recover in a very short time (about or less than 2 seconds) and are significantly faster than EKF and SRLl. Whereas ML-EKF and the MCL methods use explicit motion models for manual robot displacement, Kalman filtering runs into severe problems most probably because the Gaussian motion model does not account for such replacements. SRLl fails because of its parameter setting, allowing almost no samples to be drawn from the ohservations (which caused SRLl to be pretty robust to sensor noise, cf. Fig. 6 ). The parameter settings in SRL are a problem in general as we found no good trade-of between robustness against sensor noise and ability for fast recovery from robot displacement.
As a final measure we computed the computational complexity of the different algorithms when processing the I hour log file containing about 48,000 l a n d w k observations and about 8,300 motion steps performed by the robot. Table 1 shows the run times of the different algo- As can be seen the algorithms are extremely fast ueeding only a small fraction of the overall time the robot was moving in the environment. Mixture MCL needs slightly more time than the other algorithms as the weighting of the sensor sampled particles with the previous state p ( l ) requires an explicit representation of p ( l ) (here realized by a grid). Nevertheless the total numbers for processing the data become less relevant if we consider that the algorithms produce more or less the same output if many observations are simply omitted (as seen in Fig. 5 ) plus the fact that in the complete robot navigation system, most of the time is spent in the recognition of landmarks anyway.
Discussion and Conclusion
We presented an experimental comparison of localization methods involving K h a n filter and particle 81-ter based methods in an environment containing artificial landmarks. Our experiments show that a combmation of grid-based Markov localization and Kalman filtering W-EKF) as well as particle filters outperform the vanilla extended Kalman filter. We expect that additional noise filtering can significantly increase the 10-bustness of the EKE However, to speed up the recovery from localization failures, the EKF seems to require more complex approaches such as fault detection or multi hypothesis tracking [I] . The ML-EKF method and adaptive MCL are very well suited for the environment used in our experiments and outperform mixture MCL (in robustness in noise) and SRL (either in robustness in noise or in the time for recovering from manual robot displacement). While SRL can he tuned to be robust to noise (SRLl) or to allow quick recovery from localization failures (SRLZ), it is not able to solve both problems simultaneously. This is mostly due to the fact that the numher of observation samples is based solely on the liketihood of the current observation. Adaptive MCL, on the other hand, uses smoothing to get good estimates of the environment noise and of the current localization performance (see (7)). Thereby, A-MCL significantly outperforms SRL wrt. robustness and failure recovery. Furthermore, A-MCL is as good as ML-EKF in dealing with sparse sensor data and in localization recovery, but provides better robustness to high noise levels. We consider ML-EKF and the sample-based methods discussed in this paper to be good candidates for landmark based localization systems. Another highly interesting result is the fact that all approaches perform extremely well when applied to sparse sensor data. These findings suggest that it is not necessary to process all sensor data, which allows to save major fractions of processor time. How do these results transfer to complex environments with non-unique landmarks or other sensor types such as sonar or laser range-finders? Extended Kalman filters and sample-based methods have already been applied successfully to large indoor environments in combination with a variety of sensors 19, 131 . Recently, Fox showed that the efficiency of particle filters can be increased drastically by adapting the size of sample sets on-the-fly [8].
The heuristic of sensor resetting [16] is not directly applicable to these environments and sensors, but Thrun and colleagues showed how to use kd-trees to generate samples from arbitrary sensors [20]. However, it is not clear whether the benefits outweigh the additional computational and implementational costs.
An experimental comparison conducted in an office environment [13] showed that EKF is not capable to efficiently solve the global localization problem. Further experiments have to show whether the pmgress achieved through ML-EKF transfers directly to such environments. It is unclear whether the 2D grid is expressive enough to support the Kalman filter in arbitrary environments. The experiments in [131 also suggest that approaches based on 3D grids are extremely robust in the general case 141. Their major drawback is computational complexity, even when considering efficient implementations as in [lo] . Another highly promising approach for increasing the robustness of KaLman filters is multi hypothesis tracking [I] . This approach maintains multiple hypotheses for a robot's location, and each hypothesis is tracked with a Kalman filter. We would like to see a comparison of such a system with the ones reported in this work in the future.
